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Supplementary Results

Generating TetR mkate2 input distributions
Different levels of TetR mkate2 induction were achieved by taking advantage of the regulatable nature of pBAD promoter in E.coli strain BW27783. pBAD is the promoter of the araBCD operon, a set of genes responsible for the catabolism of L-arabinose in E.coli. This promoter is regulated by AraC, a transcriptional regulator that acts as an activator/repressor. When bound to arabinose it activates pBAD transcription, while when unbound, AraC represses transcription. E.coli BW27783 strain has been engineered to constitutively express the arabinose transporter araE. The expression of this transporter makes the intracellular concentration of arabinose proportional to the concentration in the growth medium. E.coli BW27783 is also a ΔaraD-araB , ΔaraH-ara , ΔrhaD-rhaB knockout, thus it cannot metabolize arabinose, and this sugar can be added to the growth medium as a stable inducer. The catabolite repressor protein, CRP, adds a second layer of control to P BAD , stimulating pBAD transcription. As a consequence, the response of pBAD to different concentrations of arabinose differs when the growth medium contains glucose (inactive CRP), from when it contains glycerol as the sole carbon source (active CRP).
We exploited the regulatable nature or pBAD to generate a continuous TetR mkate2 input distribution. For this purpose, we cloned TetR mkate under the control of pBAD in three different genomic locations (strains RRS113, RRS112 and RRS247). For each of these strains, we determined the concentration of arabinose that produced a saturating TetR mkate2 concentration. A saturating TetR mkate2 concentration was defined as the amount of TetR mkate2 able to repress pA to its minimum expression level. This was considered the maximum of the input distribution. The minimum TetR mkate2 achievable was obtained by growing cells in M9 supplemented with 0.5% Glucose and no arabinose. As shown in Fig. 1D -F in the main text, the range between maximal and minimal TetR mkate2 level was different in RRS113, RRS112 and RRS247 strains, thus indicating that the genomic location had an effect on the input/output relationship between TetR mkate2 and pA. The fold change in the input was 200 fold in RRS247 (chromosomal insertion), 6000 fold in RRS113 (one plasmid system), and 2000 150 fold in RRS112 (2 plasmids system).
To sample intermediate TetR mkate2 induction levels, we divided the active range observed in each strain in 8 logarithmically distributed bins. We employed different arabinose, glucose and glycerol combinations to sample cells in different induction levels. Each arabinose/glycerol/glucose combination produced a particular TetR mkate2 distribution, shown in Supplementary fig. S3 . When we plotted the population average versus its standard deviation, we observed a linear relationship between both magnitudes, with a correlation coefficient of r 2 =0.99 ( fig.S3 ). This indicated that these distributions belonged to the Tweedie distribution family, characterized by a power-law relationship between averages and variances (Var(X)=k E(X) p ). In our particular case p≈2, which is indicative of a Gamma distribution. Gamma distributions emerge naturally from different models of gene expression, and protein abundances in E.coli have been observed to be Gammadistributed. This distribution is also entails also the highest entropy for a random variable with fixed averages in linear and logarithmic scales, thus allowing us to produce a highly entropic sampling of the log-distributed input space.
We used different arabinose/glycerol/glucose inducing combinations ( fig S4) to obtain at least 500 cells in each of the 8 log-distributed TetR mkate2 expression bin. Since RRS113, RRS112 and RRS247 have different gene dosages of TetR mkate2 /pA, different inducing combinations were used for each of the strains. From these raw input distributions, 9000 cells were randomly drawn to generate input distributions with the same number of cells for each genetic construction. These 9K distributions were used to calculate mutual information, and to obtain the TetR mkate2 /pA gene regulation function shown in Fig.1 in the main text. To generate the uniform input distributions shown in Fig. 3D -F in the main text, we drew 500 cells randomly from each of the TetR mkate2 expression bins, independently of the induction condition used in the sampling.
Computing Mutual Information.
According to Shannon´s definition, the mutual information (I) between two random variables (x,y) follows:
) Ec.S1.1
I(x,y) depends on the joint probability distribution P(xy) and the marginal distributions of the random variables considered, P(x) and P(y). The physical units of I(x;y) depend on the base (b) of the logarithm. When taken in base 2, this unit is the bit. All measurements of entropy and information in this manuscript are referred in bits. While determining I(x,y) for probability distributions for which we know the analytic expression is straightforward, computing I(x;y) from actual data presents two important complications. I) I(x,y) depends on the marginal distributions (P(x) and P(y)). For a given input/output relationship, this means that the mutual information obtained by any sensory mechanism depends on the distribution of inputs experienced by the cell.
II)
Experimental data refers to values of x and y, but not to their respective probabilities. In order to transform observations (x) into probabilities (P(x)), some short of discretization is required.
Determining the actual shape of the marginal distributions and the correct binning strategy are two complicated problems. Bialek suggested that the best strategy to deal with them is to admit that the actual value of I(x;y) cannot be precisely determined, and use the data processing inequality to obtain, instead, a lower bound. The data processing inequality states that for functions S and T, on the range of x and y:
Thus, in order to estimate the mutual information between x and y we will set up a series of discretizing functions (S and T) and compute their entropies such that
In our particular case, functions S and T are sets of different bin sizes. As shown in supplementary figure S5 .A from the scatter plot of (x,y) pairs we wanted to obtain the P(x,y) distribution. For this purpose we overlaid a bin mesh, such that each (x,y) observation is included into the (Sx,Ty) bin. To determine the optimal number of bins we followed Grenander´s method of sieves. This method consists in gradually decreasing the mesh size, such that the discretized space approaches the actual distribution ( Figure 2 in the main text). For each mesh size we calculated the entropies of the marginal and the joint distribution with a maximum likelihood estimator (H ML ), such that for Q bins
In order to correct for the entropy inflation associated to increasing the number of bins, we employed the Miller corrector:
Where N is the sample size. To check that our discretization method was not subject to bin inflation, we generated random log-distributed input/output values. We analyzed the mutual information of a distribution of 9000 random events (Figure 2 , main text), using the maximum likelihood estimator (H ML ) and the maximum likelihood estimator under Miller´s correction (Hc ML ). As shown in Fig. 2C , increasing the bin number produces spurious information, but this information inflation is adequately corrected by Hc ML .
Another well-known bias in entropy estimation is caused by under sampling. If the number of data points is small, our ability to correctly ascribe probabilities to each bin decreases. This bias can be corrected using jackknife resampling. The jackknife resampled version of the maximum likelihood estimator (H jk (Q)) follows:
Ec.S1.6
Where H ML-j (Q) is the entropy calculated using Q bins for the resampled data, and the j th observation is left out in the calculation. We tested for sampling bias by generating input/output distributions of different size. From the RRS113 dataset ( Fig. 2A in the main text) we randomly picked cells to generate distributions of variable size. We generated four distributions containing 2K, 1K, 500 and 250 cells, respectively (Fig. 2D ). We applied Hc ML and H jk estimators on these distributions and compared their results. Results, shown in Supplementary Fig. 2E indicated that under sampling had a limited effect on MI for all distributions tested, with a maximum divergence of 6% in the calculated MI. For distributions containing 2K cells, the effect of sampling was below 1% of the MI (0.01 bits).
For the estimation of the mutual information between the levels of TetR mkate2 and the expression of pA, fluorescence values were obtained as described in the previous section. We treated these two signals as continuous random variables, and estimated their mutual information under variable binning using Miller´s correction. For the estimation of the mutual information between Tc concentration and TetR mkate2 or pA expression levels, we treated Tc concentration as a categorical variable, and the expression levels of fluorescence reporters as continuous random variables. The actual levels of Tc induction were used as bin centers of the input concentration. The optimal bin size for the output fluorescence values was determined as described before.
Effect of genomic location on the gene regulation function and the channel capacity
The input/output scatter plots for RRS113, RRS112 and RRS247 ( Fig. 1D-F Where x and y where, respectively, the steady-state fluorescence intensity values of TetR mkate2 and GFP. Y max stands for the maximum GFP intensity levels, achieved in the absence of TetR mkate2 . The apparent constant (K) and the apparent cooperativity (n) were left as free parameters. Least square fitting was performed using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm using Matlab 2012b. Results are shown in Fig. S5 .
A comparison between the inferred GRF curves ( fig. S5D ) showed that the most conspicuous difference between the three GRFs obtained was the output range (the ratio between maximum and minimum values). The output range for RRS247 was found to be 10 times lower than those of RRS113 and RRS112, while the slope of the three curves was similar (as expected from similar n values). When we plotted the coefficient of variation of the output against input levels ( fig. S5F ), we also observed different output noise levels. Although in the three constructions output noise increased sharply as input levels approached K, as expected by theory, the magnitude of the noise was significantly different. Plasmid-based constructions produced a sharp increase, which reached cv>4, while the chromosomal construction RRS247 exhibited cv values below 2. Overall, these results indicate that genomic context has an impact on output range and noise levels, while the sharpness and general shape of the GRF does not show significant changes.
Scatter plot data was transformed into density plots as described before, and MI values were calculated. The observed MI values were below 1 bit for all circuits. Strain RRS113 showed MI(TetR mkate2 ;GFP)= 0.98 bits, strain RRS112 showed MI(TetR mkate2 ;GFP)=0.97 bits, and strain RRS247 showed MI(TetR mkate2 ;GFP)= 0.88 bits. Thus, although the chromosomal insertion exhibited lower output noise, information transmission was 10% lower than in plasmid-based circuits, probably due to the smaller expression range of RRS247.
In order to rule out that differential sampling substantially influenced MI values observed for the three genomic constructions, we analyzed information transmission under a uniform input distribution. For this purpose, we generated a uniform 
Measuring the channel capacity of Tc
We monitored output GFP production in RRS113 cells expressing saturating TetR mkate2 levels, when subjected to a gradient of Tc. Interestingly, the Tc responsive range was found to be substantially sub-MIC, thus we could analyze the effect of the antibiotic without the need to artificially introduce resistance to it (Fig. 5 ). We employed 9 logdistributed Tc concentrations, ranging from 0 to 0.2 μg/ml. For each Tc concentration, cells were grown overnight in the presence of the antibiotic, diluted 1:1,000 in the same medium, incubated until they reached OD 600 = 0.1-0.2, and finally imaged and analyzed as described in Materials and Methods. The resulting scatter plot is shown in Fig. 4A . In order to calculate MI(Tc;GFP), we generated a density map in which Tc concentrations were treated as categorical variables, while GFP values were analyzed under variable binning, as described in Materials and Methods (Fig. 3B ). We observed a maximum MI (Tc;GFP) of 1.54 bits, which represented a channel capacity 60% higher than MI (TetR;GFP) observed in RRS113 when the TetR gradient was generated by arabinose induction. The output distribution under equiprobable inputs ( Fig. 4c) showed one clear mode for the off state, but values corresponding to on states of the pA promoter showed a broader distribution, with one major peak and several minor local maxima. Output GFP values spanned 3 logs, a distribution width equivalent to that observed when inducing TetR synthesis. Output noise, however, was substantially lower when the TetR gradient was generated by Tc, than when it was generated by altering TetR synthesis rate (Fig.  5a ).
Measuring the channel capacity of Tc under TetR negative feedback
To investigate whether network architecture had an impact on the channel capacity of the TetR/TetA system, we constructed strain RRS129. This strain carries a low copy plasmid in which tetR mkate2 and gfp genes were cloned in divergent orientation, separated by the intergenic region containing pR and pA promoters. We first monitored TetR mkate2 and GFP fluorescence levels produced by the circuit under its native configuration, without Tc induction. TetR levels produced from pR were found to repress pA completely, and GFP and TetR mkate2 values were equivalent to those observed in RRS113 under fully TetR mkate2 induction. We induced the system with 9 log-distributed Tc concentrations, (Fig. 4k) showed that the output range of RRS129 was 1 log smaller than that of RRS113. However, RRS129 also showed lower noise levels, with an output cv below 0.25, compared to output cv above 0.5 for RRS113. Hence, the architecture of the TetR/TetA circuit decreases output noise, substantially increasing the channel capacity of the signaling pathway.
Differential promoter response and sensing precision
Results from Fig. 4 showed a differential response of pR and pA to Tc. To quantify the dynamical response of these promoters, we determined their transfer function with respect to Tc. For this purpose, average output values from Fig. 4A and Fig. 4I were calculated, plotted against Tc concentration, and fitted to a Hill-like function. As shown in Fig. 5B , the optimal fit of pR responses showed a hyperbolic shape, with n=1, while the best fit for pA showed a sigmoidal shape with n=2. These results are in full accordance with previous data, which showed that TetR repressed pA transcriptional activity by binding tetO1 and tetO2, while binding tetO1 was sufficient to repress pR.
Moreover, in vitro measurements demonstrated that TetR affinity for tetO1 operator is only 50% of its affinity for tetO2. Accordingly, in our dataset pR responded earlier to increases in Tc concentration: at [Tc]=0.025 μg/ml, the average responses of pR was 60% of the maximum, while pA levels were at 30%. To determine the sensing precision of the circuit, we inverted the input/output relationship, and looked at the range of Tc concentrations that corresponded to each TetR/TetA level (Fig. 4C ). In the case of TetR, fluorescence values below 4.3 Log(AFU) corresponded to [Tc]<0.01 μg/ml, while values above corresponded to higher Tc concentrations. Therefore, TetR mkate2 range could be divided in two sectors (H1 and H2 in Fig. 5C ), corresponding to each of the modes shown in the distribution of Fig. 4G . Values within H1 or H2 sectors were poorly discriminative, and the same TetR mkate2 value corresponded to different Tc concentrations. Similarly, GFP levels showed four discriminative quartiles (Q1 to Q4 in Fig. 5C ). Q1 included levels of GFP< 3.9 Log(AFU), and corresponded to [Tc]< 0.01 μg/ml. Q2 included cells with GFP levels between 3.9 and 4.3 Log(AFU) , corresponding to 0.01<[Tc]<0.025 μg/ml. Q3 comprised GFP levels between 4.3 and 4.6 Log(AFU), corresponding to 0.025<[Tc]<0.05 μg/ml. Finally Q4 corresponded to GFP>4.6 Log(AFU), and [Tc]> 0.05 μg/ml. To determine whether the precision of the system correlated with the Tc effect as an antibiotic, we measured the growth rate of strain RRS129 in the presence of increasing Tc concentrations. Results showed that Tc completely inhibited growth at concentrations above 2 μg/ml. Tc concentrations below this threshold reduced the bacterial growth rate at variable levels (Fig. 5D) 
Optimality of the channel capacity.
Rate distortion theory can be employed to calculate the maximum capacity and the optimal input/output distribution of a communication channel, given a certain level of noise. For this purpose we employed Blauth-Arimoto algorithm. Data from strain RRS129 subjected to different levels of Tc (Fig. 4K in the main text) was employed to extract the conditional probabilities P(GFP|Tc). Results, shown in Fig. 5F in the main text, indicated that the theoretical maximum for MI(Tc;GFP) was 2.12 bits. Since the experimental MI (Tc;GFP) for RRS129 was 2.03 bits, results showed a usage of 96% of the maximum channel capacity.
Supplementary Calculations
Noise generated by ara and Tc induction
Noise transmission
To determine the MI of TetR/pA signaling pathway it is necessary to measure the response of promoter pA to a set of TetR concentrations, ranging from saturating levels (fully repressing the promoter) to TetR levels without effect on pA transcription. In our experimental setup (RRS113, RRS112 and RRS247 strains) a range of TetR concentrations can be generated either by inducing TetR synthesis from pBAD, or alternatively by fully inducing pBAD expression and then modulating TetR levels by increasing concentrations of the system inducer, Tc. Although the same input range can be generated by either method, information transmission is sensitive not only to input levels but also to input fluctuations. For this reason, we calculated the intrinsic noise levels expectable from each induction method.
Noise generated by TetR synthesis/degradation
In this method TetR levels are controlled by modifying the transcription rate of pBAD. Promoter pBAD is controlled by the transcriptional regulator AraC. In our system, AraC is constitutively expressed, and its action on pBAD is controlled by arabinose levels. In order to keep variables to a minimum, we condensed AraC synthesis and degradation into a single variable, x 0. We analyze explicitly the dynamics of tetR mRNA (x 1 ) and TetR . (x 2 ). For that purpose we pose the following system of chemical master equations (CMEs):
Ec.S2.1
In this CME tetR transcription is expressed as a function of AraC-mediated arabinose induction. TetR translation rate (λ 2 ) is expressed as a first-order reaction proportional to tetR mRNA levels (x 1 ) and a degradation of mRNAs and proteins are modelled following first-order kinetics. From this CME, we will obtain an expression for the noise in TetR levels, expressed as the normalized variance η 2 =( σ 2 / <x 2 >) 2 . For that purpose, we follow Paulsson, and apply the multivariate fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT):
Where M stands for the Jacobian matrix of the system, expressed in terms of elasticities (H) and component half-lifes (τ i ), such that Ec.S2.3
According to its standard definition, the elasticity of the i th component, with respect to the j th component of the system (H ij ) is a normalized measurement of how changes in j affect the flux of i (R i ).
Ec.S2.4
In this expression, R i -and R i + indicate, respectively, the sum of negative fluxes (decreasing the amount of i) and the sum of positive fluxes (increasing the amount of i). Thus, for the first component of the CME, M follows: Ec.S2.5 Then fluxes are approximated by the deterministic average at steady state Ec.S2.6
And from this rates we calculate the elasticity Ec.S2.7
Following the same steps for all ij combinations, we obtain the M matrix Ec.S2.8
The diffusion matrix (D) has zero non-diagonal elements for systems in which there are no reactions changing simultaneously the number of two or more components simultaneously This is the case for our CME, hence there are only diagonal elements, following Ec.S2.9
And the final component of the multivariate FDT is the covariance matrix, in the CME show in in Ec.S1.1 this matrix follows:
Ec.S2.10
Applying the CME we obtain Ec.S2.11
We assume protein half-lives are approximately equal, thus β0≈ β2, and expressing halflives in terms of degradation rates we pose Ec.S2.12
From the system in Ec.S2.11 we can extract the expressions for the normalized variances of each component. We are interested in the normalized variance in TetR levels, thus Ec.S2.13
In this expression, the first two terms of the sum are equivalent to the case of an unregulated protein, suffering from intrinsic poissonian noise proportional to the inverse of its copy number, and from noise coming from mRNA dynamics. The third term in the sum represents noise in the activator, AraC, being transmitted to the induced protein.
2.-Noise generated by Tc induction
When Tc is used to modify TetR levels, transcription and translation levels are kept constant, and changes in free TetR come from Tc binding and inactivating the protein. Tc binds TetR with nanomolar affinity, hence its action can be modelled as a first-order reaction, since Tc dissociation is extremely slow. The CME thus follows Unsurprisingly, this expression is identical to the general case, with the only difference being the half-life of TetR. In the general case, half-lives do not change, thus there is a uniform time-averaging effect filtering out fluctuations in the mRNA for all TetR expression levels. However, in the case of the Tc regulated system, time-averaging depends on the concentration of the inducer. In the limit where Tc∞ TetR half-life goes to 0, thus there is no time-averaging of mRNA fluctuations. Hence, when the system is induced with saturating Tc levels, fluctuations in tetR transcription are directly translated into fluctuations in TetR levels.
3.-Comparison between noise levels achieved by Tc and by arabinose induction
To compare noise levels achieved by the system with each induction method we first define noise increase as:
Ec.S2.19
In order to determine whether  0, we assume 1+2  1, since in E. coli the halflife of mRNAs is much lower than that of proteins. Under this assumption:
Ec.S2.20 Thus Ec.S2.21
According to this expression, we can pose two general cases in which regulation by Tc generates lower TetR fluctuations than regulation by arabinose induction: 1) When Tck0 then <x 1 >/<x 2 > that is, in the absence of Tc. This is just the consequence of the arabinose-regulated system suffering from some transmitted noise from the activator, while the Tc-regulated system becomes equivalent to the non-regulated case.
2) When Tck>>β 1 then <x 1 >/<x 2 > ≥ 2. In this condition the Tcregulated system produces lower fluctuations as long as the steadystate number of tetR mRNAs per AraC activator is higher than 2.
The situation when Tck>>1 implies very low free TetR concentrations. The equivalent condition for the ara-controlled system requires very low arabinose induction, thus <x 1 >/<x 2 > could very well be below 2. This means that, although there is a substantial parameter space in which Tc regulation over-performs arabinose-induced regulation, this is not guaranteed in conditions where the amount of (active) TetR is low.
2.2-Optimal information transmission in the Negative Feedback Loop
A negative feedback on TetR was observed to increase the ability of the system to convey information about the inducer concentration. NFLs are able to filter out stochastic fluctuations, but they do so by decreasing the overall sensitivity of the system to the input. Such tradeoff implies that we cannot take for granted that NFLs are superior to unregulated circuits in transmitting information about the input. In order to explore under what conditions, if any, NFLs over-perform their unregulated counterparts, we used the small-noise approximation. Under such approximation, Tkacik has shown that the overall maximum information observed in an input (y)/output (x) relationship, when both ranges are constrained, follows Ec.S2.22 This expression has a clear interpretation. The overall information transmitted by the system depends on the relative magnitude of output fluctuations (σ x ) compared to the relative change in the output induced by the input (dx/dy). We will first analyze the behavior of an ideal circuit under a general negative feedback loop. In such circuit the level of sensor transcription (x 1 ) depends on the concentration of free sensor protein (x f ). Ec.S2.23 In this expression, regulation of its own transcription by the sensor depends on the equilibrium constant K and the cooperativity of the binding (h), as in classical Hill dynamics.The input (Tc) enters into action by modifying the amount of free sensor x f. Since inducer binding and unbinding is substantially faster than transcription/translation dynamics, we can assume the inducer to be in steady-state such that:
Ec.S2.24
The rest of the circuit follows the same CMEs as shown before, such that the complete system follows Ec.S2.25 Since our interest is to determine the MI between the inducer Tc, and the amount of free regulator (xf), we need to calculate Ec.S2.26
From Ec.S.25 we obtain the equation for averages, assuming strong repression the average levels of free sensor, (xf) correspond to Ec.S2.27
Here p stands for the translational strength (λ 2 / β 2 ) and M corresponds to the maximum concentration of sensor achievable by the system (λ 1 λ 2 / β 1 β 2 ). We can now obtain its derivative with respect to Tc Ec.S2.28
We now need to calculate variance levels on free sensor (σ 2 xf ). For simplicity, we assume that Tc binding does not introduce a significative increase in the noise levels of freesensor. Under such assumptions the normalized variance of the free sensor is equivalent to that of the total sensor.
Ec.S2.29
Thus in order to calculate the variance in free sensor, we need first to obtain the normalized variance of x2. For this purpose we analyzed the CME system using the FDT, as in the previous section. This yields Ec.S2.30 This expression can be substantially simplified by noting that β 1 >>β 2 thus β 1 + β 2 ~ β 1. Taking also into consideration that x 2 = x 1 (λ 2 / β 2 ), EcS30 simplifies to Ec.S2.31
The value φ has true biological meaning. Being the ratio of the translational rate and the mRNA degradation rate, it represents the average number of proteins produced per mRNA life-time. Since the sensor operates by modifying mRNA production rates, φ represents an effective step-size. That is, the increase in the number of proteins produced by increasing the mRNA production in 1 unit. Now we can directly calculate the variance in xf Ec.S2.32
Now we can plug in Ec.S32 and Ec.S28 into Ec.S26, to obtain Ec.S2.33
Direct integration of Ec.S33 yields the value of Z Ec.S2. 34 We can now proceed to calculate Z for the case of the un-regulated circuit. In this case the average xf levels are simply proportional to the maximum x2 :
Ec.S2.35
And we calculate variance levels as before. The expression for Z, in the case of no negative feedback (Z NFB ) thus follows Ec.S2.36
We can now numerically compare ZFB vs ZNF, to determine in which cases the maximum amount of information encoded by the system (Log[Z]) is higher in the NFL case. For this purpose it is interesting to notice that the maximum induction levels can only be as high as the maximum x2 production (M), which establishes the effective induction range of the sensor. We then proceed to numerically integrate over different transcription/translation regimes. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 7 , optimal MI transmission is achieved whenever h=1, that is, when the system is under the effect of a linear feedback. Fig. S1 . Genetic constructions used in this work and signal calibration. (A) Scheme of plasmid and strain construction procedure. DNA manipulation techniques and experimental procedures are described in Materials and Methods. Panel shows plasmids pRRG13 (upper right side), pRRG62 (upper left side) and pRRG63 (lower left side) structure. The region containing gfp under pA promoter control and the Km resistance marker was amplified by PCR from the reporter vector, adding a bidirectional terminator. This amplicon was inserted into pRRG62 expression vector, resulting in vector pRRG63. A fragment containing both the reporter cassette and the araC-pBAD-repressor cassette was obtained by PCR. This repressor/reporter cassette was inserted on the chromosome by site-specific recombination. (B) Flat field correction and linearity analysis of microscopy images. Panels on the left show the field curvature of an empty agar pad, generated as described in Materials and Methods, before (upper) and after (lower panel) applying a flat field correction matrix. Panel on the right shows fluorescence intensities (y axis) vs exposure time (x axis) for a set of reference beads with log-distributed fluorescence intensities (Spherotech) . Fluorescence values are shown normalized by the intensity levels achieved by the same bead at 10 ms exposure. As shown in the figure, exposure times between 10 and 1000 ms yielded a linear relationship between fluorescence intensity and exposure time. We monitored the production of GFP from pA in cells that contained either untagged TetR (white circles) or TetR mkate2 fusion (red circles). The chart shows the GFP production (expressed as GFP after cell division-GFP before cell division) for pairs of daughter cells measured as described in Materials and Methods. Daughter cell #1 is always the one showing the highest GFP intensity. As shown in the figure, we did not detect any significant increase in daughter asymmetry due to the FP fusion. I(input;output) 
